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Assignment 3: "The Fall ofRome"

THE EARLY MIDDLE AGES:
THE FORMATION OF EUROPE

There was really no Europe in ancient times. In the Roman Empire we may see a Mediter
ranean world, or even a West and an East in the Latin- and Greek-speaking portions. But

the West included parts of Africa as well as of Europe, and Europe as we know it was
divided by the Rhine~Danube frontier, south and west of which lay the civilized provinces
of the empire, and north and east the "barbarians" of whom the Roman world knew
almost nothing. To the Romans "Africa" meant Tunisia-Algeria; "Asia" meant the Asia
Minor peninsula; and the word "Europe," since it meant little, was scarcely used by them
at all. It was in the half-millennium from the fifth to the tenth centuries that Europe as
such for the first time emerged with its peoples bro1,lght together in a life of their own,
clearly set off from Asia or Africa and beginning to create a culture that would become
"Western."

The Disintegration of the Roman Empire

The Roman Empire began to fall apart, especially in the West, and the Christianizing of the
empire did nothing to impede its decline. The Emperor Constantine, who in embracing
Christianity undoubtedly hoped to strengthen the imperial system, -also .-
took one other significant step. In A.D. 330 he founded a new capital at.the
old Greek city of Byzantium, which he renamed Constantinople. (It is now
Istanbul.) Thereafter the Roman Empire had two capitals, Rome and Con
stantinople, and was administered in two halves. Increasingly the center of
gravity moved eastward, as if returning to the more ancient centers in the
Middle East, as if the experiment of civilizing the West were to be given up as a failure.

Throughout its long life the empire had been surrounded on almost all sides by people
whom the Romans called "barbarians" - wild Celts in Wales and Scotland, Germans in the
heart of Europe, Persians or Parthians in the East ("barbarian" only in the ancient sense of
speaking neither Greek nor Latin), and, in the southeast, the Arabs. These barbarians,
always with the exception of Persia, had never been brought within the pale of ancient
Greek or Roman civilization. Somewhat like the Chinese, who about 200 B.C. built several
walls to solve the same problem, the Romans simply drew a line beyond which they them
selves rarely ventured and would not allow the barbarians to pass. Nevertheless outsiders
filtered into the empire. As early as the third century A.D. emperors and generals recruited
bands of them to serve in the Roman armies. their service.over; they would receive farm
lands, settle down, marry, and mingle with the population. By the fourth and fifth centuries
a good many such individuals were even reaching high positi9llS of state.

At the same time, in the West, for reasons that are not fully understood,
the activity of the Roman cities began to falter, commerce began to decay,
local governments became paralyzed, taxes became more ruinous, and free
farmers were bound to the soil. The army seated and unseated emperors. Rival generals
fought with each other. Gradually the West fell into decrepitude, and the old line between
the Roman provinces and the barbarian world made less and less difference.

After some centuries of relative stability, the barbarians themselves,
pressed by more distant peoples from Asia, rather suddenly began to move.
Sometimes they first sought peaceable access to the empire, attracted by the
warmer Mediterranean climate, or desiring to share in the advantages of
Roman civilization. More often, Germanic tribes moved swiftly and by force, plundering,
fighting, and killiiIg as they went. In 476 a barbarian chieftain deposed the last Roman
emperor in the West. Sometimes in the general upheaval peoples from Asia rapidly inter
mixed with other populations in the old Roman Empire. The .most famous of these
invaders were the Huns, who cut through central Europe and France about 450 under their
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leader Attila, the "scourge of God"-and then disappeared. Nor were these invasions all.
Two centuries later new irruptions burst upon the Greco-Roman world from the southeast,
where hitherto outlying peoples poured in from the Arabian deserts. The Arabs, aroused by
the new faith of Islam (Muhammad died in 632), fell as conquerors upon Syria,
Mesopotamia, and Persia; occupied Egypt about 640 and the old Roman Africa about 700;
and in 711 reached Spain.

Beneath these blows the old unity of the Greco-Roman or Mediterranean world was
broken. The "circle of lands" divided into three segments. Three types of civilizatiOIi now
confronted each other across the inland sea.

The Byzantine World, the Arabic World, and the West about 700

The Eastern Roman, Later Roman, Greek, or Byzantine Empire (all
names for the same empire) with its capital at Constantinople, and now
including only the Asia Minor peninsula, the Balkan peninsula, and parts
of Italy, made up one ·segment of the circle of lands. It represented the

most direct continuation of the ancient civilizations of the Middle East. It was Christian
in religion and Greek in culture and language. Its people felt themselves to be the truest
heirs both of early Christianity and of earlier cultures in Greece. Art and architecture,
trades and crafts, commerce and navigation, thought and writing, government and law,
while not so creative or flexible as in the classical age, were still carried on actively in
the eastern empire, on much the same level as in the closing centuries of ancient times.
For all Christians, and for heathen barbarians in Europe, the emperor of the Eaststood
out as the world's supreme ruler, and Con&tantinople as the world's preeminent and

almost fabulous city.
The second segment of the Mediterranean world was the Arabic and

Islamic. It became the most dynamic culture in the lands of the old
Roman Empire, reaching from the neighborhood of the Pyrenees through

.' Spain and all North Africa into Arabia, Syria, and the East. Arabic was its
language; it became, and still remains, the common speech from Morocco to the Persian
Gulf. Islam was its rel~gion, and itlooked to the prophet Muhammad (c. 570---632) and
the Qur'an (or Koran) for its religious truths. Muhammad had spent his early adult years
as a.merchant in Mecca on the Arabian peninsula, but he began to have a series of
intense religious revelations when he was about 40 years old. These revelations led
Muhammad to a devout and uncompromising monotheism, which stressed the great
power of God-or Allah in Arabic-and the human duty to adhere to God's will.
Muhammad saw himself as a prophet in the Jewish.and Christian tradition, but he soon
came to define his revelations and teachings as the- beginning of a new religion. The
messages that came to Muhammad through revelation were writte.n down in the sacred
book of Islam, the Qur'an, which was organized into 114 chapters (called suras).
Emphasizing submission to God, the importance of prayer, and an ethical obligation to
help others, the Qur'an provided drrections for the affairs of daily life as well as a pow
erful, poetic vision of the grandeur qf God.

Muhammad's revelations attracted little early support in Mecca. Indeed, the hostility
there forced him to move north in 622.to the city of Medina. This famous flight (the
Hegira) brought him to a more receptive community, where his teachings quickly gained
numerous adherents and from where the first Muslims set out to spread the new faith
across all of Arabia, including Mecca. Muhammad died in 632, but the new religion con-
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The sixth-century emperor
Justinian built the great Hagia
Sophia to display his commit
ment to the Christian religion
and the power of his capital
city, Constantinople. The
church became a mosque after
the Byzantine Empire fell to
Muslim invaders in the fif
teenth century, but it remains
the most famous achievement
of Byzantine architecture.
(Hirmer Fotoarchiv)

.'
tinued to expand rapidly in all directions. Leadership passed to a series of caliphs who
were initially relatives of Muhammad himself. As Muslims conquered new territories and
won new converts throughout the Middle East and North Africa, the lands of Islam came
under the control of these caliphs. All Muslims were included in the caliphate. The ruling
caliph exercised both spiritual and political authority, and he was regarded as the true reli
gious and military successor of Muhammad himself.

Conflicts and lasting divisions nevertheless developed during the era of the third
Caliph, Uthman-one of the sons-in-law of Muhammad and a leader of the Umayyad fam
ily. Supporters ofAli, a rival leader and also a son-in-law of Muhammad, killed Uthman in
656, and Ali came to power as the fourth caliph. This violence did not resolve the conflict,

.however, and Ali himself was soon murdered. Ali's followers refused to accept the legiti
macy of the Umayyad family, which now regained control of the caliphate. A minority fac
tion, called Shiites, continued to honor Ali and to claim that all true leaders of Islam must
descend from him. Although most Muslims supported the Umayyad caliphs, the Shiite
minority remained a permanent presence within Islam, sustaining the memory of Ali and
challenging the religious legitimacy of the dominant Sunnis (a term that emerged later).
Meanwhile, the Umayyad dynasty set up its capital in Damascus, and some members of
the family eventually extended their power as far west as Spain.

The Arabic world, like the Byzantine, built upon the heritage of the Greco-Romans. In
religion, the early Muslims regarded themselves as successors to the Jewish and Christian
traditions. They considered the line of Jewish prophets since Abraham to be spokesmen of
the true God, and they put Jesus in this line. But they added that Muhammad was the last
and greatest of the prophets, that the Qur'an set forth a revelation replacing that of the
Jewish Bible, that the Christian New· Testament was mistaken because Christ was not
divine, and that the Christian belief in a Trinity was erroneous because there was in the
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strictest sense only One True God. To the Muslim Arabs, therefore, all Christians were
dangerous or misguided infidels.

In mundane matters, the Arabs speedily took over the civilization of the lands they
conquered. In the caliphate, as in the Byzantine Empire, the civilization of the ancient
world went its way without serious interruption. Huge buildings and magnificent palaces
were constructed; ships plied the Mediterranean; Arab merchants ventured over the deserts
and traversed the Indian Ocean; holy or learned men corresponded over thousands of
miles. The government developed efficient systems to collect taxes, enforce the laws, and
keep the provinces in order. In the sciences the Arabs not only learned from but also went

-beyond the Greeks. They translated Greek scientific literature: we know some of it today
only through these medieval Arabic versions. Arab geographers had a wider knowledge of
the world than anyone had possessed up to their time. Arab mathematicians developed
algebra so far beyond the Greeks as almost to be its creator ("algebra" is an Arabic word),
and in introducing the "Arabic" numerals (through their contacts with India) they made
arithmetic, which in Roman numerals had been formidably difficult into something that
every schoolchild can be taught.

The third segment of the ancient Greco-Roman world was Latin
Christendom, which about A.D. 700 did not look very promising. It was
what was left over from the other two-what the Byzantines were unable
to hold and the Arabs were unable to conquer. It included only Italy

(shared in part with the Byzantines), France, Belgium, the Rhineland, and Britain. Bar
barian kings were doing their best to rule small kingdoms, but in truth all government had
fallen to pieces. Usually the invading barbarians remained a minority, eventually to be
absorbed. Only in England, and in the region immediately west of the Rhine, did the Ger
manic element supersede the older Celtic and Latin. But the presence of violent invaders,
lirmed and fierce amid peasants and city dwellers reduced to passivity by Roman rule,
together with the disintegration of Roman institutions that had gone on even before the
invasions, left this region in chaos.

The Western barbarians, as noted, were Germanic; and the Germanic influence
became a distinctive contribution to the making of Europe. Some Germans were Christian
by.the fourth century, but most were still heathell when they burst into the Roman Empire.
Their languages had not been written down, but they possessed an ~tricate folklore and
religion in which fighting and heroic valor were much esteemed. Though now in a migra
tory phase, they were an agricultural people who knew how to work iron, and they had a
rudimentary knowledge of the crafts of the Romans. They were organized in small tribes
and had a strong sense of tribal kinship, which (as with many similar peoples) dominated
their ideas of leadership and law. They enjoyed more freedom in their affairs than did the
citizens of the Roman Empire. Many ofthe tribes were roughly self-governing in that all
free men, those entitled to bear arms, met in open fields to hold cOU]lcil; and often the tribe

itself elected its leader or king. They had a strong sense of loyalty to per
sons, of fealty to the acknowledged king. or chief; but they had no sense of
loyalty to large or general institutions. They had no sense of the state-of
any distant, impersonal, and continuing source of law and rule. Law they

re~arde? as the inflexible custom of each. tribe. In the absence of abstract jurisprudence or
tramed Judges, they settled disputes by rough and ready methods. In. the ordeal, for exam
ple, a person who obstinately floated when thrown into water was adjudged guilty. In trial
by battle, the winner of a kind of ritualistic duel was regarded as innocent. The gods, it was
thought, would not allow wrong to prevail.
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The Germans who overran the old Roman provinces found it difficult to maintain
any political organization at more than a local level. Security and civil order all but dis
appeared. Peasant communities. were at the mercy of wandering bands of habitual fight
ers. Fighters often captured peasant villages, took them under their protection, guarded
them from further marauders, and lived off their produce. Sometimes the same great
fighting man came to possess many such villages, moving with his retinue of horsemen
from one village to another to support himself throughout the year. Thus originated a
new distinction between lord and servant, noble and commoner, martial and menial
class. Life became local and self-sufficient. People ate, wore, used, and dwelled in only
what they themselves and their neighbors could produce. In contrast to the economies of
the Byzantine and Islamic worlds, Western trade died down, the cities became depopu
lated, money went out of circulation, and almost nothing was bought or sold. The
Roman roads fell into neglect; people often used them as quarries for ready-cut building
blocks for their own crude purposes. The West not only broke up into localized villages
but also ceased to have habitual exchanges across the Mediterranean. It lost contact with
the eastern centers from which its former civilization had always been drawn. From
roughly A.D. 500 on, Europe fell into what some later historians would call the "Dark
Ages."
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